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SUMMARY

Twelve simulant-fueled clad vent sets (CVSs) with vent-notch areas ranging from 0.086 mm² to 0.256 mm² were welded to evaluate the effects of vent-notch area on bulging and thinning at the weld centerline. The evaluation showed that

1. the greater the bulge, the thinner the wall thickness in the bulge region; and
2. the least bulging/thinning occurred with notch areas from 0.147 mm² (corresponds approximately to the typical area for one standard notch mated to one wide notch) to 0.210 mm² (corresponds to a vent-notch area slightly above the maximum area permitted for one standard notch mated with one wide notch).

Based on these results, CVSs with vent-notch areas up to 0.210 mm² are acceptable for flight-quality use. The design requirements were modified to allow the use of shield cups with wider vent notches—0.45/0.60 mm wide versus the standard width of 0.25/0.35 mm. Subsequent production data from Los Alamos National Laboratory shows a marked reduction in bulges/blowouts for CVS units welded with shield cups having wider vent notches versus those welded with standard vent notches.

It is recommended, for ease of manufacture in post-Cassini missions, that the vent-notch dimensional requirements be modified slightly so that they are the same for the vent and shield cups: 0.20/0.25 mm deep by 0.30/0.40 mm wide. CVSs with vent notches in this size range are expected to maintain or exceed the already improved bulge/blowout yield during the closure-weld operation. However, these recommended vent-notch dimensions should be evaluated before changing the design requirements. Additionally, it is recommended that the weld-taper parameters be evaluated for their effects on bulging/thinning.
INTRODUCTION

The internal gas pressure during clad vent set (CVS) welding is vented through aligned vent notches in each cup. For Galileo, Ulysses, and most of Cassini CVS production, the vent-notch dimensional requirements for both cups were as follows:

1. vent-notch depth, 0.15/0.20 mm;
2. vent-notch width, 0.25/0.35 mm;
3. bottom of vent-notch corners, sharp to full radius;
4. top of vent-notch edge, 0.05 mm maximum break; and
5. maximum variation between vent notch and grit-blasted triangle centerlines, 3°.

The vent notches were ground using a 127-mm-diam, metal-bonded diamond (100 grit and 100 concentration) wheel approximately 0.25 mm thick. The wheel was advanced into the iridium cup at a rate of 0.0127 mm/pass. The dimensional features were inspected using an optical comparator.

During the fuel encapsulation operation (with $^{238}$PuO$_2$ fuel pellets) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), excessive bulges or blowouts at the CVS closure-weld tie-in location occurred with 11.8% (27 out of 229) of the flight-quality welds made with the aforementioned standard vent-notch dimensions. These bulges and blowouts are primarily the result of inadequate venting of the increased gas pressure during the thermal cycle of the closure-weld operation. Proper venting is dependent mostly upon the weld parameters and the total vent-notch area.

In February 1995, the welding current used at LANL was increased to a peak of 116 A to smooth the transition between cup sections of different thickness and to produce weld-shield fusions clearly identifiable by ultrasonic B-scan evaluations. Before this time, the peak weld current ranged from 111 to 116 A, depending on the particular weld campaign. The early bulge/blowout losses were 9.4% versus 14.5% for most of 1995 when the peak welding current was consistently 116 A. The increase in peak current reduced the number of ultrasonic evaluation rejects and thus improved the overall closure-weld yield, but it also increased the incidence of bulges/blowouts.

Because of the increased incidence of bulges/blowouts in the $^{238}$PuO$_2$-fueled CVS units, LANL personnel requested that consideration be given to increasing the vent-notch size to minimize further the loss of CVS hardware and the potential loss of $^{238}$PuO$_2$ pellets. Thus, increasing further the production yield of the closure-weld operation would avoid potentially severe schedule delays.$^1$

At the time of the request (July/August 1995) to increase the vent-notch size, most of the flight-quality CVS units for the Cassini mission were complete but not yet fueled. Handling and cleanliness concerns associated with the frit vent assembly and the decontamination cover portions of vent cup assemblies during potential vent-notch reworking operations dictated that only shield cups be considered for vent-notch size increases on completed CVS units. Thus, it was decided to return only the shield cups for widening of the vent notches if a vent notch/welding study showed that increasing the vent-notch width would be beneficial.
PROCEDURE

An evaluation of the effects of four vent-notch area regimes (0.090, 0.150, 0.190, and 0.240 mm²) was conducted to determine the vent-notch area limits for flight-quality clad vent sets (CVSs). The 0.090-mm² regime represents the typical vent-notch area of CVSs with two standard vent notches. The 0.150-mm² regime represents the typical vent-notch area of CVSs with one wide (drawing requirement is for same depth as standard notch by 0.45/0.60 mm wide) and one standard vent notch. The 0.190-mm² regime is for the maximum permissible vent-notch area of CVSs with one wide and one standard vent notch. The 0.240-mm² regime represents the maximum vent-notch area of CVSs with two wide notches.

Vent notches with various depths and widths were ground in 24 cups so that three CVSs were at each of the four vent-notch area regimes. Both the notches and the cup weld-zone attributes (diameter, roundness, flatness, and wall thickness) were dimensionally inspected. The 12 matched CVS units were welded over outgassed alumina simulant pellets at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a duplicate of the gas tungsten arc welding system and procedure used for production at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). J. F. King and E. A. Franco-Ferreira guided the welding.

After being welded, the simulant-fueled CVSs were first ultrasonically inspected and then dimensionally inspected for roundness and diameter on the outer contour (OC) at the weld centerline. Roundness scans of the OC were acquired to show the extent and location of bulging. Next, each CVS was ground open just below the cup radius of the vent-cup assembly (or pseudo vent-cup assembly, i.e., the top shield cup). The weld shield and the simulant pellet were removed, and the welds were visually examined. Finally, the weld centerline minimum thicknesses were measured using a thread micrometer, and the diameters were remeasured. Also, the wall thicknesses of three CVSs were measured 2 mm above and below the weld centerline.

After the initial promising results from the first three units in this study, the decision was made to produce 10 CVSs with shield-cup-vent-notch widths from 0.45 to 0.60 mm and send them to LANL for welding over production 235PuO₂ pellets. All 10 of these units welded normally and passed through the go/no go ring gauge (30.226 mm diam). Next, the rest of the study was completed, and then the CVS flight-quality design requirements were modified to permit shield-cup-vent-notch widths to range from 0.45 to 0.60 mm.

Sixty shield cups with standard notches were sent from LANL to the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant to widen the existing notches. After the vent notches were widened and the cups were recertified, they were returned to LANL for flight-quality production use. Also, the final Cassini production shipment from the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant in April 1996 included an additional 19 CVSs with shield cups that had virgin wide notches. Thus, LANL received a total of 89 flight-quality CVS units containing shield cups with wide vent notches. Seventy four of these units have been welded and evaluated. The bulge/blowout data for CVS units with wide vent notches have been analyzed and compared with those for units with standard vent notches.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 is an example of a typical roundness scan on the OC at the weld centerline superimposed on a calculated best fit diameter (dashed circle). Bulging or a convex appearance on the exterior or front surface of the CVS weld coincides with a depression or concave appearance on the interior or back surface. Typically, this altered weld-bead geometry extends from -15° to +40° (referenced from the vent notches). The minimum wall thickness is found within this region, usually 20° to 30° past the vent notches. Note that outside the altered weld-bead region, the wall thickness at the weld centerline is significantly thicker than the cups themselves, whereas the wall thickness is unaltered 2 mm above and below the weld centerline.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Fig. 1.** Typical roundness scan on the CVS outer contour at the weld centerline showing weld direction and location of vent notches and bulge region.
Two simulant-fueled CVSs failed the ultrasonic inspection; they were also the only units that exceeded the LANL go/no go diameter requirement of 30.226 mm. Additionally, one of the CVSs with the largest vent-notch area was inadvertently welded without the thrust washer on top of the vent-cup assembly. The data from this unit could not be used because of extensive weld-shield fusion at the vent notch, which precluded meaningful weld centerline wall-thickness measurements. Also, the amount of bulging with this unit was significantly less than with the other two units in the same vent-notch area regime. Most likely, the additional material from the weld shield limited the amount of bulging.

The inspection data are summarized in Table 1. Graphic presentation (Fig. 2) of the data for the maximum outside diameter at the weld centerline versus the minimum wall thickness at the weld centerline shows for all 11 CVSs that the greater the bulge the thinner the minimum wall thickness. These data have a correlation coefficient \( (r \text{ value}) \) of -0.90. The regression equation predicts that CVSs with diameters at the LANL go/no-go diameter of 30.226 mm would have a minimum wall thickness at the weld centerline of approximately 0.52 mm. Coincidentally, this measurement is not too far below the formed cup minimum wall thickness requirement (outside the closure-weld zone) of 0.55 mm.

### Table 1. Summary of CVS weld zone dimensional data by total vent-notch area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total vent-notch area (mm²)</th>
<th>Wall thickness near vent notch before welding (mm)</th>
<th>Minimum wall thickness at weld centerline (mm)</th>
<th>Reduction between wall thickness near vent notches before welding and minimum wall thickness at weld centerline (mm)</th>
<th>Maximum outside diameter at weld centerline (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.63/0.64</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>30.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.66/0.67</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>30.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.66/0.67</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>30.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.67/0.68</td>
<td>0.610</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>29.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.64/0.68</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>30.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.65/0.66</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>30.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.64/0.67</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>30.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.65/0.65</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>29.983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.62/0.65</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>-0-</td>
<td>30.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.64/0.69</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>30.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.63/0.67</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>30.277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ultrasonic inspection and go/no go diameter (30.226 mm max) reject
Figure 2. Maximum diameter versus minimum wall thickness at weld centerline.

Figure 3 shows for 9 of the 11 CVSs that as the vent-notch area is increased up to 0.210 mm², the greater the minimum wall thickness at the weld centerline, i.e., less wall thinning occurs. Note that the two CVSs with vent-notch areas of 0.254 mm² and 0.256 mm² were not included in Fig. 3 because significant thinning occurred, which may indicate that vent-notch areas near 0.250 mm² are too large, i.e., there is too much material missing, to avoid excessive weld thinning. Nevertheless, the r value for the data in Fig. 3 is +0.94. Again, coincidentally, the regression equation predicts that CVSs welded with a total vent-notch area near the minimum for one standard and one wide notch, 0.105 mm², will have a minimum wall thickness at the weld centerline very close to the formed cup minimum wall thickness requirement of 0.55 mm.

Data in Table 1 also show that as the total vent notch area is increased up to 0.210 mm² the reduction between the wall thickness near the vent notches before welding and the minimum wall thickness at the weld centerline after welding decreases. These data have an r value of -0.94. The regression equation for these 9 pairs of data is as follows:

Wall thickness reduction = 0.220 - 1.039 x vent notch area.

All of the data listed in Table 1 and graphed in Figs. 2 and 3 show that the least bulging/thinning occurred with notch areas of 0.147 mm² (corresponds approximately to the typical area for one standard notch mated to one wide notch) to 0.210 mm² (corresponds to a vent-notch area slightly above the maximum area permitted for one standard notch mated with one wide notch). This
Fig. 3. Total vent-notch area versus minimum wall thickness at weld centerline.

range of notch areas improves the consistency of the internal pressure release prior to weld fusion of the vent notches. Thus, bulging and concomitant thinning are minimized. Yet, the notch areas are not excessively large to produce thinning due to lack of metal available for welding. Based on these results, CVSs with vent-notch areas up to 0.210 mm² are acceptable for flight-quality use.

Based on the successes of this study and the initial production welding (over 239PuO₂ pellets) at LANL of the 10 CVS units having wide shield-cup-vent notches, the CVS flight-quality design requirements were modified to permit shield-cup-vent-notch widths to range from 0.45 to 0.60 mm, meaning that the total vent-notch area for flight-quality CVSs can range from 0.105 to 0.190 mm². A total of 74 239PuO₂-fueled CVSs with wide vent notches have been welded at LANL. Only 2 (2.7%) of these units have been rejected for bulges/blowouts. This result is a dramatic four-fold improvement over either the 11.8% (27/229) bulge/blowout rejection rate for all fueled CVSs with standard vent notches in both cups or the 12.7% (21/165) rejection rate for fueled CVSs with standard vent notches in both cups that were welded since February 1995 through mid-August 1996 using a consistent peak current of 116 A.

To simplify CVS manufacturing and thus reduce the potential for manufacturing errors, it would be desirable to have the same vent-notch dimensional requirements for both the vent and the shield cups. This goal could be achieved by modifying the vent-notch width and/or depth requirements. The preferred vent-notch dimensional requirements are 0.20/0.25 mm deep by 0.30/0.40 mm wide. The CVS vent-notch areas then could range from 0.120 mm² to 0.200 mm². These areas are slightly above the minimum and maximum areas of 0.105 mm² to 0.190 mm², respectively, for mating one standard notch and one wide notch. The data in Table 1 and Fig. 3 indicate that these slightly increased vent-notch areas will tend to reduce the extent of thinning at the weld centerline. Fig. 2 indicates that these vent-notch areas will translate to reduced bulging and thus possibly to a further improved yield for the closure-weld operation. As a precautionary measure,
these preferred vent-notch dimensional requirements should be properly evaluated before changing the design requirements.

Consideration should also be given to altering the welding parameters to minimize further or to eliminate the potential for excessive bulging/thinning. The simplest approach would be to start (and complete) the weld taper earlier so that the heat input is lower once the vent notches are closed. For most of Cassini production, the weld taper began with the peak current of 116 A at the vent notches tapering down to 22 A at approximately 144° past the vent notches. As was pointed out earlier, the maximum bulging/thinning occurs 20° to 30° beyond the vent notches. This fact indicates that too much heat input is occurring once the vent notches are fused closed. The internal pressure builds rapidly and bulges/thins the hottest (lowest strength and highest ductility) region. Most likely, the weld taper could begin approximately 10° before the vent notch to permit most of the pressure to be relieved before closure of the notches, yet still producing complete fusion through the vent-notch region.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of this evaluation indicate that the extent of bulging and thinning is reduced without introducing other deleterious effects if the maximum total vent-notch area does not exceed 0.210 mm$^2$. This limit is comfortably above the maximum total vent-notch area of 0.190 mm$^2$ permitted by the iridium cup drawing M2D920101A005, Rev. B, which allows for a widened shield cup vent notch (0.45/0.60 mm wide by 0.15/0.20 mm deep) to be mated with a vent-cup assembly with a standard vent notch (0.25/0.35 mm wide by 0.15/0.20 mm deep). Therefore, CVSs with vent-notch areas of up to 0.210 mm$^2$ are acceptable for flight-quality use.

The LANL production results for welding flight-quality CVSs with a widened shield cup vent notch over $^{239}$PuO$_2$ fuel pellets show a four-fold improvement in the bulge/blowout rejection rate from that for CVSs with only standard vent notches.

For manufacturing simplicity, the vent-notch dimensional requirements for the vent and the shield cups should be the same: 0.20/0.25 mm deep by 0.30/0.40 mm wide. This requirement will allow the CVS vent-notch areas to range from 0.120 mm$^2$ to 0.200 mm$^2$. Maintaining the CVS vent-notch areas in this range is expected to reduce the potential for bulges and blowouts and thus possibly to improve further the yield of the closure-weld operation. Of course, any proposed design change, no matter how minor it is thought to be, must be properly evaluated before it is accepted.

The weld-taper parameters, primarily time/location of taper start, should be evaluated for their effects on bulging/thinning.
FUTURE WORK

The extremes of the proposed vent-notch dimensions should be evaluated in a manner similar to the work just presented. A weld-taper parameter evaluation should include one set of CVSs welded with the taper beginning 0.2 s or $\sim 10^\circ$ earlier. Additional evaluations should be done in 0.1-s or $\sim 5^\circ$ increments. Also, to understand better the venting process, excessively deep notches (extending beyond the weld zone so that the deepest parts of the notches are not fused) could be ground into some cups before welding. After being welded, these CVSs should have very little or no bulging/thinning.
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